
Homework  (Probabilistic Graphical Model 7/26) 

En Hsu Yen  ( email: a061105@gmail.com ) 

 

 In the 1st problem, we will introduce Naïve Bayes Classifier, and by the way 

guide you how to use “PRML Tool”, a tool for specifying Probabilistic Graphical Model 

with “Relational Language”. To run this tool, please: 

 

1. Use SSH (Pietty) connecting to a Linux server installed with “matlab”.  

( You can use linux[1~13].csie.ntu.edu.tw. To test if there is matlab installed, 

just type “matlab”.) 

 

2. Unzip “PRML_Toolkit.zip” somewhere. 

 

3. Modify input file (ex. input_NB.java) in the right format. 

( “.java” is meaningless but for “color of vim” ) 

 

4. Use PRML complier compile your input into matlab script and run it. 

(  compile: ./prml.exe < input.java ;  run: ./run.sh  ) 

 

 

Problem 1  ( Naïve Bayes ) 

 

 Naïve Bayes is the simplest method using 

Graphical Model to do classification, in which we 

assume value of all features X1,X2…Xd depend only on 

label Y and are conditionally independent of each other (that is, given Y, X1‘s value 

informs nothing about X2). So we can factorize joint distribution as: 

 

 

 

Given features x1~xd, we can predict Y as: 
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 Now, for example, we want to use a Student’s GPA (Low/Mid/High) and GRE 

Grade (Low/Mid/High) to classify whether his/her intelligence is (Low/High). we 

specify a input for PRML tool as following:  (see “input_NB.java” in the unzipped 

directory. ) 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Please use the tool to answer following questions in your report: 

( Put “output” and “Inference.txt” along with your report. ) 

 

1. According data in “input_NB.java”, What’s the probability that a student 

with high intelligence has a “H” grade in both GPA and GRE. 

 

2. Given GPA=H, GRE=M, what’s the probability that the student’s intelligence 

is LOW. (give derivation) 

 



3. How’s the prediction accuracy on instances with “?”.  

 

Problem 2  ( Community Detection ) 

  

 Below is a social network with 12 people, in which an edge between v1, v2 

means they know each other. We have been told that there are 3 communities in 

these 12 people, and people in the same community will “know similar persons” ( ex. 

v11 may be known by all people form community “C”). Furthermore, you have been 

told that v9, v10, v11 come from different communities. 

 

   

 

 Please use Probabilistic Graphical Model to describe this problem, and use 

PRML Tool to detect community with EM algorithm ( You only need to modify the file 

“input_social.java” ).  

 

Please answer following questions in your report: 

( Put “output” and “Inference.txt” along with your report. ) 

 

1. Which community each person belongs to in your result ?  

(use “A”, “B”, “C” to describe.) 

 

2. What’s the final log likelihood maximized with EM ?  

( Should not lower than -45.0. In case lower than -45.0, run again to skip to 

another local maximum. ) 

 

3. Is there anything in common for people in the same community ? Describe 

your findings.  ( See distribution table in “output” to discover something ) 



Problem 3  ( Sequential Pattern Decoding ) 

 

 In the tutorial, we have talked about how to decode a pattern from raw data 

using Hidden Markov Chain. Now we will specify a HMM with PRML Tool.  

  

    

 

 Run “input_hmm.java” in the unzipped directory. It will decode the above 

example that we have talked in class. Please modify the file to decode the following 

example with the FSM2. 

 

 

 

 
 

Please give answers in your report, and put “Inference.txt”, the “modified input” 

along. 


